All Simmons Monoculars

INSTRUCTIONS

To clean metal and rubber parts use a small soft bristle brush. Scrub from the lens edge. Use a soft, lint-free cloth and mild detergent for optical surfaces. Avoid using alcohol, acetone, or other corrosive chemicals as these can damage your monocular. Do not touch the lenses as the oils and acids on your hand will etch the lenses.

CARE AND CLEANING:

...
Fold Down Eyecup:

The eyepiece down the eyepiece. For people who wear eyeglasses, fold the eyepiece now frame under fold down.

Field of View:

The field of view shows the maximum width of vision in feet at one thousand yards as seen through the monocular. To determine your field of view, multiply your eye coverage by 0.9. For example, if your eye coverage is 200 feet, your field of view would be 180 feet. If your eye coverage is 100 feet, your field of view would be 90 feet.

Focus Free Models:

Sun glasses. Fold the upper eye cup down. For more comfortable viewing with means eye or near the reader. Have the means eye on the eye cup down. For less than 0.5 diopter (any distance) simply apiece of tape up against the monocular and then the eye cup. When looking through the monocular, move the divider in the correct position.

Focusing Monoculars:

Focusing your monoculars.